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A c.m. energy scan below the J{ψ peak foreseen in the next future at BESIII can probe the

existence in all the exclusive possible final states of an interference pattern between the resonant

e`e´ Ñ J{ψ Ñ hadrons and non-resonant e`e´ Ñ hadrons amplitudes. The relative phase of

the strong J{ψ decay amplitude with respect to the electromagnetic one can hence be accessed

for the first time in a model independent way.

1 Introduction

An interference pattern between the J{ψ decay and the non-resonant amplitudes has been
observed in e`e´ Ñ µ`µ´, the corresponding relative phase being in good agreement
with what expected [1]. The 93 keV J{ψ decay width is often interpreted as a proof of a
perturbative regime; in such a framework the J{ψ resonant strong A3g and electromagnetic
Aγ amplitudes (Fig. 1.a and 1.b) are predicted to be almost real [2–4], as expected for the
non-resonant electromagnetic amplitude Aem (the non-resonant counterpart of Aγ shown in
Fig. 1.c). On the contrary a wide experimental evidence (J{ψ Ñ NN, VP, PP, VV [5], where
N, V and P stand respectively for nucleon, vector and pseudo-scalar meson) points toward
an unexpected „ 90˝ phase difference, consistent with no interference pattern in the case of
hadronic amplitudes. These imaginary amplitudes have mostly been obtained comparing
decay processes, belonging to the same category, modelling the amplitudes by means of
SU3 and SU3 breaking; such additional theoretical hypotheses are questionable [6].

Asymptotically pQCD is supposed to hold, and the amplitudes relative to e`e´ annihilations
into hadrons at very high c.m. energies are expected to be real [3, 4]. It is possible that
asymptotics is not yet fully reached at „ 3 GeV for some channel, but anyhow presently
QCD does not provide any explanation for so large imaginary amplitudes, i.e. such a huge
phase difference „ 90o, although sub-dominant imaginary contributions are expected as a
consequence of the time-like complex structure of αQCD [4].

The interference term should vanish [7] once inclusively summing up on all the decay
channels, as it is observed experimentally. This overall cancellation could be achieved
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Figure 1: Diagrams for the process e`e´Ñ hadrons: strong A3g (a) and electromagnetic
Aγ (b) contribution at ψ resonances; non-resonant electromagnetic Aem (c) contribution.

because of real amplitudes with opposite sign, as expected for instance in the case of pp
and nn. BESIII Collaboration will soon probe the existence of a possible interference pattern
between the amplitudes of Fig. 1 in all the possible exclusive channels by mean of a c.m.
energy scan below the J{ψ peak (possibly in the future below the ψ1 peak as well), giving
access, in a model independent way, to their relative phases. A previous J{ψ scan by BESII

shew no evidence for an interference pattern in the exclusive ρπ channel [8]; exploiting the
exceptional performances of BEPCII and BESIII, a final answer could be quickly achieved.

2 Measuring the phase between A3g and Aγ

The BESIII Collaboration will search for an interference pattern in all the possible final states
between the resonant and the non resonant amplitudes:

(1) AR “ α

ˆ

x
1` x2 ` i

1
1` x2

˙

, x “
MJ{ψ ´

?
s

ΓTOT{2
; ANR “ ´βeiΦp

The resonant AR amplitude for the process e`e´ Ñ J{ψ Ñ pp can be factorised in a Breit-
Wigner amplitude centred around the mass of the J{ψ, and a complex number α accounting
for the two exclusive amplitudes A3g and Aγ of Fig. 1.a and Fig. 1.b [5]. The non-resonant
amplitude ANR accounts for the diagram in Fig. 1.c, with β2 “ σ pe`e´ ô ppq.

Let us consider as a reference the phase ΦA3g “ 0. The phase ΦAγ
is expected to be equal to

the phase Φp “ ΦGM
p

of the proton time-like form factor at q2 „ M2
J{ψ, i.e. due to analyticity

almost equal to that of the space-like form factor, and hence real. The same applies to
ΦANR „ Φp at

?
s „ MJ{ψ. The α phase is not trivial:

(2) Φα “ arctan
|Aγ| sin Φp

|A3g| ` |Aγ| cos Φp

and depends on both the strong and e.m. resonant amplitudes moduli and on the phase Φp

of Aγ. The overall phase of AR is hence the sum of Φα and of the usual Breit-Wigner phase
(“ 90˝ at resonance). The interference term

(3) Ipxq “ ´
2βα

1` x2 px cos ∆Φ` sin ∆Φq
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Figure 2: Left: expected interference patterns around the J{ψ peak; middle: number of
events at the deep of the interference pattern; right: expected sensitivities w.r.t. the no
interference scenario; for the pp and nn final states.

depends on the phase difference ∆Φ “ Φp ´Φα, the physical quantity that can be directly
determined through a resonance scan below the J{ψ peak. Such a scan allows to disentangle
the different ∆Φ values and to obtain through Eq. 2 the value of Φp with an accuracy
depending on the number and on the statistics of the experimental points in the scan.

The left frames in Figures 2 and 3 show the expected interference patterns around the
J{ψ peak for the pp, nn and ρπ final states in case of minimum and maximum interference.
The radiative corrections and the beam energy spread proper of the BESIII scenario have
been accounted for. The cross sections for a

?
s roughly 100 MeV lower that MJ{ψ are

taken on as continuum references: σ pe`e´ Ñ ppq „ 11 pb, σ pe`e´ Ñ nnq „ 5 pb and
σ pe`e´ Ñ ρπq „ 20 pb [9, 10]. The pp and nn final states show opposite behaviours as
expected due to the opposite signs of their magnetic moments. The central frames of Fig. 2
and 3 show, for the considered final states and under the assumption of an integrated
luminosity Lint “ 20 pb´1, the expected dependencies on the phase Φp of the number of
events at the deep of the interference pattern (different for each final state), while the right
frames show with which sensitivity the interference patterns can be resolved from the
ΦP “ 90˝ scenarios.
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Figure 3: Left: expected interference patterns around the J{ψ peak; middle: number of
events at the deep of the interference pattern; right: expected sensitivity w.r.t. the no
interference scenario; for the ρπ final state.

3 Conclusions

A c.m. energy scan below the J{ψ resonance will allow to probe at BESIII the existence of
an interference pattern at the same time in all the possible exclusive final states, and to
measure for the first time in a model independent way the relative phase of the strong and
e.m. resonant amplitudes in the processes e`e´ Ñ J{ψ Ñ hadrons.
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